
Your Life in Christ - Chapter 2 Small
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Across

2. A decision-making 
process that attends to 
the implications and 
consequences of an 
action or choice

5. Do only those things 
that you think would be 
morally acceptable for 
all ___ at all times.

7. She explained prayer 
as a surge of the heart

8. He taught us the 
importance of prayer

9. In making a moral 
decision we need to ___ 
about alternatives and 
consequences

10. Pope Benedict 
XVI’s first encyclical

13. The last step in the 
STOP Sign approach to 
moral decision-making

15. A method, course of 
action, or instrument by 
which something can be 
accomplished

16. The aim or objective 
of a course of action

17. The Lord’s Prayer 
teaches us to seek to do 
God’s ___

18. When making a 
moral decision we need 
to consider how our 
actions will affect ___

20. Christianity 
recognizes that we live 
with and ___ others.

21. For something to be 
morally good, both your 
___ and your intention 
must be good

22. Using hateful or 
defiant words against 
God

Down

1. A traditional 
definition of prayer sees 
it as a ___ with God

2. It’s worthwhile to 
consult with people who 
have made tough ___ 
before and to take their 
advice.

3. The ___ does not 
justify the means

4. The authentic teachers 
who have Christ’s 
authority to teach the 
truth to believe

6. Also known as the 
intention for performing 
an action

11. Wrote the Spiritual 
Exercises

12. One of the two parts  
of conversation

14. This saint taught that 
prudence must precede 
every action that we 
undertake

17. Always respect 
others as persons of 
incomparable ___ who 
are made in God’s 
image.

19. Some actions are 
intrinsically ___ because 
they go against God’s 
will and destroy human 
good


